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Abstract
We deﬁne a probabilistic model for the NRL Pump and using FHP-murϕ show experimentally
that there exists a probabilistic covert channel whose capacity depends on various NRL Pump
parameters (e.g. buﬀer size, number of samples in the moving average, etc).

1

Introduction

A computer system may store and process information with a range of classiﬁcation levels and provide services to users with a range of clearances. The
system is said to be multilevel secure [3] if users have access to information
classiﬁed at or below their clearance, and are prevented from accessing information classiﬁed above their clearance.
In a distributed framework, multilevel security can be achieved by using
multilevel secure components to connect single-level systems at diﬀerent security levels, thus creating a multiple single-level security architecture [10,11].
The role of multilevel secure components is to minimize leaks of high level
information from high level systems to lower level systems. A proposal for this
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component is the NRL Pump [13,14,12], which is a trusted device that acts as
a router forwarding messages from a low-level system to a high-level system,
by monitoring the timing of the acknowledgments in the opposite way. More
precisely, the NRL Pump lets information be securely sent from a system at a
lower security level to one at a higher security level. Now, if the high system
passed acknowledgments directly to the low system, then, the high system,
by altering the acknowledgment timing, could pass information to the low
system. To avoid such covert channel, while maintaining acknowledgments
to have a reliable communication, the pump decouples the acknowledgment
stream. As, however, for performance reasons, the long-term high-systemto-pump behavior should be reﬂected in the long-term low-system-to-pump
behavior, the pump uses statistically modulated acknowledgments.
In [12] a NRL Pump assurance strategy is proposed. A logical view of
the pump is reﬁned using a combination of Statemate activity charts and
state charts. The activities and behavior of the logical design are mapped to
an implementation described in terms of Statemate module charts. A Verdi
speciﬁcation expresses the requirements to which the implementation must
be shown to conform. Veriﬁcation is done through proof using the EVES
veriﬁcation system, and by testing using WhiteBoxDeepCover tool.
In this paper we model the NRL Pump by Probabilistic Timed Automata
[2,15,1]. These automata and requirements on their behavior are translated
into speciﬁcations for the FHP-murϕ tool [5,6,17]. Using this tool, we show
experimentally that there exists a probabilistic covert channel whose capacity
depends on various NRL Pump parameters (e.g. buﬀer size, number of samples
in the high-system-to-pump moving average, number of samples in the pumpto-low-system moving average, . . .).
In section 2 we describe the NRL Pump and its security problem. In
section 3 we introduce Probabilistic Timed Automata. In section 4 we use the
automata to model the NRL Pump. In section 5 we discuss the NRL Pump
probabilistic ack delay modeling. In section 6 we give the FHP-Murϕ model
of the NRL Pump. In section 7 we show our experimental results.

2

The NRL Pump

The NRL Pump is a special purpose-device that forwards data from low level
agents to high level agents, but not conversely. More precisely, the pump
works as follows:
(i) A low agent sends a message to some high agent through the pump.
(ii) The pump stores the message in a buﬀer and sends an acknowledgment
to the low agent, in order to make the communication reliable. The time
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of the acknowledgment is probabilistically based on a moving average of
acknowledgment times from the high agents to the pump. In this way,
the high agent cannot alter the acknowledgment timing to send information to the low agent. Moreover, the long-term high-agents-to-pump
behavior is reﬂected by the long-term pump-to-low-agents behavior, so
that performance is not degraded.
(iii) The low agent cannot send any new message until the acknowledgment
of the previous message is received.
(iv) The pump stores the message until the high agent is able to receive it.
(v) The high agent receives the message and, then, sends an acknowledgment
to the pump.
(vi) If the high agent does not acknowledge some received message before a
ﬁxed timeout expires 1 , the pump stops the communication.
The validation protocol that models the initialization of the communication
between the pump and the low and high systems is deﬁned as follows (LS
represents the low system, P represents the pump, HS represents the high
system and A → B : msg represents the message msg sent from A to B):
LS → P : reqL

the low system requests to the pump to start a
communication with the high system

P → LS : validL the pump checks if the low system is a valid process,
and, then, it acknowledges its request
P → HS : reqH

the pump requests to the high system to start a
communication with the low system

HS → P : validH the high system checks if the pump is a valid process,
and, then, it acknowledges its request
P → HS : grantH the pump communicates to the high system that the
communication can start
P → LS : grantL the pump communicates to the low system that the
communication can start

1

Such a timeout is defined by the pump-administrator.
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Data communication can be modeled as follows:
LS → P : sendL the low system sends to the pump data to deliver to the
high system
P → LS : ackL

the pump acknowledges to the low system with a random
delay

P → HS : sendH the pump sends the data to the high system
HS → P : ackH the high system acknowledges to the pump
When the low system receives the ack related to the last message, it ends
the communication by sending a closure message:
LS → P : close
When the pump does not receive any ack from the high system before
the expiration of the timeout, it closes the connection by sending to the low
system an exit message:
P → LS : exit
When the low system tries to restore a communication stopped by an
exit message from the pump, the pump forgets all the messages in the buﬀer
undelivered to the high system.

3

Probabilistic Timed Automata

We give a deﬁnition of Probabilistic Timed Automata which diﬀers slightly
from those in [2,15,1].
Let us assume a set X of integer variables, with a subset Y of variables
called clocks. A valuation over X is a mapping v : X → Z assigning natural
values to clocks and integer values to variables in X \ Y . For a valuation v and
a time value t ∈ N, let v+t denote the valuation such that (v+t)(x) = v(x), for
each integer variable x ∈ X \Y , and (v +t)(y) = v(y)+t, for each clock y ∈ Y .
The set of constraints over X, denoted Φ(X), is deﬁned by the following
grammar, where φ ranges over Φ(X), x ∈ X, c ∈ Z and ∼ ∈ {<, ≤, =, =, >, ≥
}:
φ ::= x ∼ c | φ ∧ φ | ¬φ | φ ∨ φ | true
We write v |= φ when the valuation v satisfies the constraint φ. Formally,
v |= x ∼ c iﬀ v(x) ∼ c, v |= φ1 ∧ φ2 iﬀ v |= φ1 and v |= φ2 , v |= ¬φ iﬀ v |= φ,
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e0 = (q0 , b, true, ∅, q1 )

πq0 ,b (e0 ) = 1

e1 = (q0 , a, true, ∅, q2 )

πq0 ,a (e1 ) =

e2 = (q0 , a, true, ∅, q3 )

πq0 ,a (e2 ) =

P
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Fig. 1. Example of Probabilistic Timed Automaton

v |= φ1 ∨ φ2 iﬀ v |= φ1 or v |= φ2 , and v |= true.
An assignment over X is a set of expressions either of the form x = c or
of the form x = y + c, where x, y ∈ X and c ∈ Z.
With Ass(X) we denote the set of sets of assignments {x1 = e1 , . . . , xn =
en } such that xi ∈ X and xi = xj , for any i = j.
Let B ∈ Ass(X); with v[B] we denote the valuation resulting after the
assignments in B. More precisely, v[B](x) = c if x = c is in B, v[B](x) =
v(y) + c if x = y + c is in B, and v[B](x) = v(x), otherwise.
Definition 3.1 A Probabilistic Timed Automaton (PTA for short) is a 6tuple A = (Σ, X, Q, q0 , δ, π), where:
•

Σ is a finite alphabet of actions.

•

X is a finite set of variables with a subset Y of clocks.

•

Q is a finite set of states and q0 ∈ Q is the initial state.

•

δ ⊆ Q × Σ ∪ {τ } × Φ(X) × Ass(X) × Q is a finite set of transitions.
The symbol τ represents the silent or internal move. For a state q, we denote with start(q) the set of transitions with q as source state, i.e. the set
{(q1 , a, φ, B, q2) ∈ δ | q1 = q}; and we denote with start(q, a) the set of transitions with q as source state and a as action, i.e. the set {(q1 , α, φ, B, q2) ∈
δ | q1 = q and α = a}.

•

π = {πq,a : start(q, a) → (0, 1] | q ∈ Q, a ∈ Σ ∪ {τ }} is a family of probability functions πq,a such that πq,a (e) is the probability of performing the
transition e in state q if action a is
chosen. We require that, for each probability function πq,a , it holds that e∈start(q,a) πq,a (e) ∈ {0, 1}. Intuitively,
an automaton chooses non-deterministically the kind of action it wants to
take in a state, and then makes a probabilistic choice among the actions of
that type it can perform in that state. See Figure 1 for an example.
Let us explain now the behavior of a PTA A.
A configuration of A is a pair s = (q, v), where q ∈ Q is a state of A, and
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v is a valuation over X.
The set of all the conﬁgurations of A is denoted with SA .
There is a step from a conﬁguration s1 = (q1 , v1 ) to a conﬁguration s2 =
(q2 , v2 ) through action a ∈ Σ ∪ {τ }, after time t ∈ N, and with probability p,
(a,t,p)

written s1 −→ s2 , if there is a transition e = (q1 , a, φ, B, q2 ) ∈ δ such that
(v1 + t) |= φ, πq1 ,a (e) = p > 0 and v2 = (v1 + t)[B].
Given a conﬁguration s, with Adm(s) we denote the set of pairs (a, t) such
(a,t,p)

that from s there is a step s −→ s to some conﬁguration s .
A conﬁguration s = (qi , vi ) is called terminal iﬀ Adm(s) = ∅; we denote
with St the set of the terminal conﬁgurations.
An execution fragment starting from s0 is a ﬁnite sequence of steps σ =
(a1 ,t1 ,p1 )

(a2 ,t2 ,p2 )

(a3 ,t3 ,p3 )

(ak ,tk ,pk )

s0 −→ s1 −→ s2 −→ . . . −→ sk . We deﬁne last(σ) = sk , |σ| = k,
and step(σ, k) = (ak , tk ). For any j < k, with σ j we deﬁne the sequence of
(a1 ,t1 ,p1 )

... (aj ,tj ,pj )

steps s0 −→ s1 −→ −→ sj .
If |σ| = 0 we put P (σ) = 1, else, if |σ| = k ≥ 1, we deﬁne P (σ) = p1 ·. . .·pk .
The execution fragment σ is called maximal iﬀ last(σ) ∈ St . We denote
with ExecF rag(s) the set of execution fragments starting from s.
An execution is either a maximal execution fragment or an inﬁnite sequence
(a1 ,t1 ,p1 )

(a2 ,t2 ,p2 )

s0 −→ s1 −→ . . .. We denote with Exec(s) the set of executions starting
from s. Finally, let σ ↑ denote the set of executions σ  such that σ ≤pref ix σ  ,
where prefix is the usual preﬁx relation over sequences.
Executions and execution fragments of a PTA arise by resolving both the
nondeterministic and the probabilistic choices [15]. We introduce now schedulers of PTAs as functions that resolve all the nondeterministic choices of the
model.
A scheduler of a PTA A = (Σ, X, Q, q0 , δ, π) is a function F mapping every
execution fragment σ of A to a pair (a, t), where a ∈ Σ and t ∈ N, such that
(a, t) ∈ Adm(last(σ)). With F we denote the set of all schedulers of A.
For a scheduler F of a PTA A we deﬁne ExecF rag F as the set of execution
fragments σ such that step(σ, k) = F (σ j ) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ |σ|, and ExecF as
the set of executions σ such that step(σ, k) = F (σ j ) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ |σ| if σ is
terminal, or for all j ∈ N if σ is inﬁnite.
Assuming the basic notions of probability theory (see e.g. [8]) we deﬁne the
probability space on the executions starting in a given conﬁguration s ∈ SA as
follows. Given a scheduler F , let ExecF (s) be the set of executions starting in
s, ExecF rag F (s) be the set of execution fragments starting in s, and ΣF ield (s)
be the smallest sigma ﬁeld on ExecF (s) that contains the basic cylinders σ ↑,
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where σ ∈ ExecF rag F (s).
The probability measure P rob is the unique measure on ΣF ield (s) such that
P rob(σ ↑) = P (σ).
3.1 Parallel composition
Given two PTAs A1 and A2 with the same integer variables X, we deﬁne
the parallel composition of A1 and A2 , denoted A1 ||pLA2 , where p ∈ [0, 1] and
L ⊆ Σ. The set of states of A1 ||pL A2 is given by the cartesian product of the
states of the two automata A1 and A2 . Intuitively, A1 and A2 synchronize
on actions in L, and, if some action not in L is performed, then A1 computes
with probability p, and A2 computes with probability 1 − p. Formally, given
a state (r, q) of A1 ||pL A2 , the set of transitions starting from (r, q) is obtained
by the following rules:
•

If from state r the PTA A1 has a transition (r, a, φ, B, r) with action a ∈ L

and probability p , and A2 does not have in state q any transition with action
a, then A1 ||pLA2 has a transition ((r, q), a, φ, B, (r , q)) with probability p .

•

If from state q the PTA A2 has a transition (q, a, φ, B, q ) with action a ∈ L

and probability p , and A1 does not have in state r any transition with action
a, then A1 ||pLA2 has a transition ((r, q), a, φ, B, (r, q )) with probability p .

•

If from state r the PTA A1 has a transition (r, a, φ, B, r) with action a ∈ L

and probability p , and also A2 can perform in state q a transition with action
a, then A1 ||pLA2 has a transition ((r, q), a, φ, B, (r , q)) with probability p · p.

•

If from state q the PTA A2 has a transition (q, a, φ, B, q ) with action a ∈ L


and probability p , and also A1 can perform in state r a transition with action
a, then A1 ||pLA2 has a transition ((r, q), a, φ, B, (r, q )) with probability p ·
(1 − p).

•

If from state r the PTA A1 has a transition (r, a, φ1 , B1 , r  ) with action
a ∈ L
 and probability p , and from state q the PTA A2 has a transition
(q, a, φ2 , B2 , q  ) with probability p and B1 ∪ B2 ∈ Ass(X), then A1 and A2
synchronize and therefore A1 ||pL A2 has a transition ((r, q), a, φ1 ∧ φ2 , B1 ∪
B2 , (r, q  )) with probability p · p .

4

Modeling the NRL Pump with PTAs

In this section we show how the NRL Pump presented in Section 2 can be
modeled by PTAs. We model the pump as the parallel composition of the
PTAs P ump1 and P ump2 depicted in Figure 4. The Low and High Systems
are depicted in Figures 2 and 3. For simplicity, we have omitted constraints
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exit
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L
- q1 reqL- q2 valid- q4 sendq3
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i
ackL

Fig. 2. LS: The Low System

exit
{exit, close}

  
 
grantH
H
H
- r1 reqH- r2 valid- r4 sendr3
r5
   

i
ackH

Fig. 3. HS: The High System

true and the probabilities when they are equal to 1.
The low system starts the communication by sending a request to the
pump (reqL ), waits for its validation (validL ) and the start message (grantL).
Now, in state q4 , the low system starts sending its data to the pump (sendL )
and receiving the related acknowledgment (ackL ). If the communication ends
in a correct way, it stops the communication by sending a close message to the
pump, if the communication ends in an incorrect way (for instance if the high
system does not acknowledge to the pump), the pump stops the connection
by executing an exit action.
The high system enters the communication process by receiving a request
from the pump (reqH ), sending its validation message (validH ) and waiting for
the start message (grantH ). Now, in state r4 , the high system starts receiving
data from the pump (sendH ) and sending back the related acknowledgment
(ackH ). If the communication ends in a correct way, it receives the close
message from the low system through the pump, if the communication ends
in an incorrect way (for instance if it does not acknowledge to the pump
before the timeout expires), the pump stops the connection by executing an
exit action.
In states g1 , . . . , g7 the automaton P ump1 initializes the connection between the high and the low system.
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stop, time2 > Tmax }



Fig. 4. P ump1 and P ump2

The variable b represents the number of messages in the buﬀer for the high
system. In state g5 , before giving grants, the P ump1 empties the buﬀer.
In state g8 P ump1 waits for a message from the low system. When the
message is received, the automaton P ump1 employs a time enclosed in [1, 2]
to store the message (transition for state g9 to state g10 ).
Now, P ump1 must send an acknowledgment to the low system. The time
in which the acknowledgment
is sent is probabilistically computed. With x we
Pn
i=1 xi
denote the average time n of the last n acknowledgments sent by the high
system, where the management of variables {x1 , . . . , xn } is owned by P ump2 .
We denote with p(l, x) the probability that the NRL Pump sends an acknowledgment to the low system at the time l when the average acknowledgment
delay time is x. Of course p(l, x) can be deﬁned in many ways each of which
may yield diﬀerent performances as of security. We shall examine possible
choices for p(l, x) in Section 5. Moreover with the time Tmax we denote the
NRL Pump timeout.
When the time is expired, P ump1 enters state g1 and waits for a new
connection. If the connection is closed by the low system, then P ump1 waits
that P ump2 has ﬁnished its work.
Automaton P ump2 starts its execution when the initialization is ﬁnished
(symbol grantL ). P ump2 can forward a message to the high system when at
least one message is in the buﬀer (condition b > 0). After the message has
been forwarded (symbol sendH ), P ump2 receives an acknowledgment from the
high system (symbol ackH ). The time of this acknowledgment is stored in the
variables x1 . . . , xn which are used as an array. The index ls represents the
position in which the new time must be stored. If the time is over Tmax , then
the connection is expired. If the connection is closed by the low system and
either the buﬀer is emptied (transition from s2 to s1 ) or the time is expired
(transition from s3 to s1 ), then P ump2 enters state s1 and waits for a new
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connection.
All components can perform actions with the same label. Hence, the whole
system P UMP is the system
0.5
P UMP = (P ump1||{grant
P ump2 ).
L ,exit,stop}

The system including also the low system is
1

LS plus P UMP = LS||A3 P UMP
where A = {exit, close, reqL , validL , grantL}.
Finally, the system including also the High system is
3

LS plus P UMP ||B4 HS
where B = {exit, close, reqH , validH , grantH }.

5

NRL Pump probabilistic ack delay modeling

The probability p(l, x), as well as the range of l, may be deﬁned in many ways,
each of which yields a probabilistic ack schema. In the following we consider
a few possible scenarios.
5.1 Uniform distribution
We may think of computing the NRL Pump ack delay l as follows: l = x +
d, where d is a uniformly distributed random variable with range [−Λ, +Λ].
Since the expected value of d (notation E(d)) is 0, we have E(l) = x +
E(d) = x, as required by the NRL Pump speciﬁcation. As regards p(l, x) we
have: p(l, x) = if (l ∈ [x − Λ, x + Λ]) then 1/(2Λ + 1) else 0. Of course Λ
must be chosen small enough so that x − Λ ≥ 1.
The drawback of the above approach is that, if the schema is known to
the low and high systems, than the following deterministic covert channel
can be established. To transmit bit b (b = 0, 1) to the low system, the high
system sends h consecutive ack’s to the pump with delay Hb . If h is large
enough, from the law of large numbers we know that we will have x ∼ Hb ,
and l ∈ [Hb − Λ, Hb + Λ]. Without loss of generality, let us assume H0 < H1 .
Then, whenever the low system sees an ack time l ∈ [H0 − Λ, H1 − Λ) (resp.
l ∈ (H0 + Λ, H1 + Λ]), the low system knows (with certainty) that a bit 0 (bit
1) has been transmitted from the high system. Of course, if the ack time is in
the interval [H1 − Λ, H0 + Λ] the low system does not know which bit is being
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transmitted from the high system. However, if the high system is sending
ack’s with delay H0 (H1 ) and h is large enough then we know that (with high
probability) the low system will observe an ack delay in [H0 −Λ, H1 −Λ) (resp.
(H0 + Λ, H1 + Λ]). Note that once the low system receives an ack with delay
[H0 − Λ, H1 − Λ) (resp. (H0 + Λ, H1 + Λ]) then it knows with certainty that the
high system has sent a bit 0 (bit 1). On the other hand the fact that when the
high system is sending ack’s with delay H0 (H1 ) the low system will receive
an ack with delay [H0 − Λ, H1 − Λ) (resp. (H0 + Λ, H1 + Λ]) is highly likely,
but not certain.
5.2 Binomial distribution
The deterministic covert channel described in the previous section arises since
the range of l depends on x. We overcome this problem by using a binomial
distribution.
Let p ∈ [0, 1] and T be an integer such that T ≥ Tmax . Let d be a random
variable
 taking integer values in the range [0, T ] with probabilities: P (d = k)
=

T

 pk (1 −p)T −k . We note that the range of d does not depend on p. Let

k
p be (x − 1)/T . Since d has a binomial distribution we have E(d) = T · p =
T · x−1
= (x − 1) and V ar(d) = T · p(1 − p) = (x − 1)(1 − x−1
). We can deﬁne
T
T
the NRL Pump ack delay l as follows: l = d + 1, so that l does not depend
on x. Then we have E(l) = x, as required from the NRL Pump speciﬁcation,
and V ar(l) = V ar(d) = (x − 1)(1 − x−1
).
T
Since the range of l does not depend on x, the covert channel that we had
with the schema used in Section 5.1 does not exist. However the high system
can send information to the low system as follows. To transmit bit b (b = 0, 1)
to the low system, the high system sends h consecutive ack’s to the pump
with delay Hb . If h is large enough, from the law of large numbers we know
that we will have x ∼ Hb . The low system can compute a moving average y
of the last m ack delays from the NRL Pump. If m is large enough we have
x ∼ y. Then, by comparing y with H0 and H1 , the low system can estimate
(with arbitrarily low error probability) the bit value sent by the high system.
Note that in this case, unlike that in Section 5.1, the low system knows
the bit sent from the high system only in a probabilistic sense. The error
probability depends on many parameters. Here are some of them: T (range of
l), h (high system sustain time), n (number of samples in NRL Pump moving
average), m (number of samples in low system moving average), B (size NRL
Pump buﬀer).
To study how the error probability depends on the above parameters we
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const
-- constant declarations (i.e. model parameters)
BUFFER_SIZE :
5;
-- size of pump buffer
NRL_WINDOW_SIZE: 5;
-- size of nrl pump sliding window
LS_WINDOW_SIZE: 5;
-- size of low system sliding window
INIT_NRL_AVG :
4.0; -- init. value of high-syst-to-pump mobile average
INIT_LS_AVG :
0.0; -- init. value of pump-to-low-syst mobile average
DELTA :
10; -- maximal pump-to-low-system ack delay
HS_DELAY :
4.0; -- constant added to high-system-to-pump ack delay
DECISION_THR :
1.0; -- decision threshold
Fig. 5. Constants (model parameters)

will model the NRL Pump using the probabilistic model checker FHP-Murϕ
[5].

6

FHP-Murϕ Model of the NRL Pump

FHP-Murϕ (Finite Horizon Probabilistic Murϕ) [5,6,17] is a modiﬁed version
of the Murϕ veriﬁer [7,16]. FHP-Murϕ allows us to deﬁne Finite State/Discrete
Time Markov Chains and to automatically verify that the probability of reaching in at most k steps a given error state is below a given threshold.
In this Section we describe our FHP-Murϕ model of the NRL Pump. We
restrict our attention on the NRL Pump features involved in the probabilistic
covert channel described in Section 5.2. Our goal here is to compute the error
probability of the low system when it tries to estimate the bit value sent from
the high system. This error probability is a function of h (i.e. the number
of consecutive high system ack’s to the pump with delay Hb , Section 5.2)
and some system parameters such as number of samples in high-system-topump moving average (registered in a NRL Pump sliding window), number
of samples in the pump-to-low-system moving average (registered in a low
system sliding window), size of NRL Pump buﬀer.
FHP-Murϕ syntax is the same as that of Murϕ. FHP-Murϕ comment lines
start with --. FHP-Murϕ can also use C-like comments.
Figure 5 shows constants (model parameters) used in our model. FHPMurϕ can use (ﬁnite precision) real numbers and uses a C-like Csyntax for
them.
Figure 6 shows types (data structures) used in our model. As to be expected type deﬁnition A : B deﬁnes A to be an alias for B. The type real(6,
99) denotes ﬁnite precision real numbers with 6 decimal digits and a mantissa
with absolute value not greater than 99.
Figure 7 shows declarations for the global variables of our model. These
variables deﬁne the state of our model and, therefore, deﬁne also the number
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type -- type definitions (i.e. data structures)
real_type : real(6,99); -- 6 decimal digits, |mantissa| <= 99
BufSizeType : 0 .. BUFFER_SIZE; -- interval [0, BUFFER_SIZE]
NrlWindow : 0 .. (NRL_WINDOW_SIZE - 1); -- interval
LSWindow : 0 .. (LS_WINDOW_SIZE - 1); -- interval
AckDelay : 0 .. DELTA; -- range of pump-to-low-system ack delay
Fig. 6. Types (data structures)

var -- declarations of global variables (i.e. model state variables)
b : BufSizeType;
-- number of msgs in pump buffer
nrl_avg : real_type;
-- high-system-to-pump moving average
ls_avg : real_type;
-- pump-to-low-system moving average
nrl_delays : array[NrlWindow] of real_type;
-- pump sliding window: last high-system-to-pump ack times
ls_delays : array[LSWindow] of real_type;
-- low syst sliding window: last pump-to-low-system ack times
nrl_first_index : NrlWindow;
-- cursor nrl sliding window
ls_first_index : LSWindow; -- cursor low system sliding window
nrl_ack : real_type;
-- pump-to-low-system ack timer
hs_wait : real_type;
-- high-system-to-pump ack timer
ls_decision: 0 .. 1; -- 0: hs sent 0, 1: hs sent 1
ls_decision_state: 0 .. 2; -- 0: to be decided;
-- 1: decision taken; 2: decision taken and state reset done
Fig. 7. Global variables (state variables)

of bytes needed to represent each state (76 bytes in our case). Variable b represents the number of messages in the buﬀer. Variable nrl avg represents the average of the last delays for the acks received by the pump from the high system.
These delays are saved in array nrl delays, where index nrl first index
points to the eldest one. Variable ls avg represents the average of the last
delays of the acks sent by the pump and received by the low system. These
delays are saved in array ls delays, where index ls first index points to
the eldest one. Variable nrl ack represents the timer used by the pump for
sending the next ack to the low system. Once decided the value of the timer,
at each step the nrl ack variable is decreased by 1. The pump sends the ack
to the low system when nrl ack ≤ 0. Similarly, variable hs wait is the timer
used by the high system for sending acks to the pump. Variables ls decision
and ls decision state are used for modeling the transmission of a bit on
the covert channel between the high system and the low system.
Murϕ (and thus FHP-Murϕ) programming language allows deﬁnition of
functions and procedures using a Pascal-like syntax. Formal parameters declared ”var” are passed by reference. Formals that are not declared ”var” are
passed by reference, but the function or procedure is not allowed to modify
them.
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procedure init();
begin
b := 0;
nrl_ack := 0;
hs_wait := 0;
nrl_avg := INIT_NRL_AVG;
ls_avg := INIT_LS_AVG;
nrl_first_index := 0;
ls_first_index := 0;
for i : NrlWindow do nrl_delays[i] := INIT_NRL_AVG; end;
for i : LSWindow do ls_delays[i] := INIT_LS_AVG; end;
ls_decision := 0;
ls_decision_state := 0;
end;
Fig. 8. Function init() deﬁnes the initial state

Function init() (Figure 8) deﬁnes the initial state for our model (i.e. it
deﬁnes the initial distribution for the Markov Chain deﬁned by FHP-Murϕ).
Each variable declared in Figure 7 holds the state of a ﬁnite state automaton. In principle the dynamics of such automata could be described using
pictures. However this turns out to be quite complicated. For this reason we
just describe such dynamics by giving the transition relation of the automata.
Our model of the NRL Pump is organized as the synchronous parallel composition of many (i.e. those declared in Figure 7) automata. Each transition
relation is deﬁned using a procedure which compute the next state in the var
formal parameters.
Function nrlpump ack() (Figure 9) deﬁnes the transition relation for the
automaton modeling the pump-to-low-system ack timer (nrl ack). When
the timer reaches 0, the low system gets an ack from the pump. If there is
space in the buﬀer the low system sends a message, and the pump picks a
delay d for sending an ack to such message. Delay d is an input of function
nrlpump ack(). The value of d is chosen probabilistically using FHP-Murϕ
rules.
Function hs() (Figure 10) deﬁnes the transition relation for the automaton
modeling the high-system-to-pump ack timer (hs wait).
Function buffer() (Figure 11) deﬁnes the transition function for the automaton modeling the NRL Pump buﬀer. As we can see in Figure 11, we have
three cases: i) both variables hs wait and nrl ack are less than or equal to 0
(pump received ack from the high system and sent ack to the low system), at
the same time the pump can send a message to the high system and receive
a message from the low system; ii) only hs wait is less than or equal to 0
(pump received ack from the high system), the pump can send a message to
the high system; iii) only nrl ack is less than or equal to 0 (pump sent an
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procedure nrlpump_ack(Var nrl_ack_new : real_type; d : AckDelay); begin
-- ack timer expired, low system sends new msg, timer takes d
if ((nrl_ack <= 0.0) & (b < BUFFER_SIZE))
then nrl_ack_new := d; return; endif;
-- ack timer not expired, waiting ack, timer decremented
if (nrl_ack > 0.0) then nrl_ack_new := nrl_ack - 1; return; endif;
end;
Fig. 9. Function nrlpump ack deﬁnes pump-to-low-system ack times

procedure hs(Var hs_wait_new : real_type);
var last_index : NrlWindow;
begin
-- ack timer not expired, waiting ack, timer decremented
if (hs_wait > 0) then
hs_wait_new := hs_wait - 1; return; endif; -- hs processing msg
-- ack timer expired, high syst receives new msg, timer takes HS_DELAY
if ((hs_wait <= 0.0) & (b > 0))
then hs_wait_new := HS_DELAY; return; endif;
-- ack timer expired, high system waiting for new msg
if ((hs_wait <= 0.0) & (b <= 0))
then hs_wait_new := -2.0; return; endif;
end;

-- hs()
Fig. 10. Function hs deﬁnes high-system-to-pump ack times

ack to the low system low system), the low system can send a message to the
pump.
Function nrlpump() (Figure 12) updates the value of the moving average
of the high system ack times. When the pump waits for the ack from the
high system (hs wait > 0) it updates the value of the last ack delay. When
the hs wait timer expires (−1 ≤ hs wait ≤ 0), the pump updates the new
average for the acks delays and its auxiliary variables.
Function obs() (Figure 13) deﬁnes the transition relation for the automaton modeling the low system computation to estimate the high system ack
delay. Initially, the low system updates its information regarding the last received ack delay as done by the pump. When the high system wants to send a
bit 0 (1) to the low system, it will use HS DELAY (HS DELAY + 2.0) as ack time.
The low system tries to estimate the high system ack time by computing a
moving average of the NRL Pump to low system ack times. Such computation
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procedure buffer(Var b_new : BufSizeType); begin
if (((hs_wait <= 0.0) & (b > 0)) &
((nrl_ack <= 0.0) & (b < BUFFER_SIZE)))
then return; endif; -- send and get at the same time, b does not change
if ((hs_wait <= 0.0) & (b > 0))
then b_new := b - 1; return; endif; -- high syst gets msg from buffer
if ((nrl_ack <= 0.0) & (b < BUFFER_SIZE))
then b_new := b + 1; return; endif; -- low syst sends msg to buffer
end;
Fig. 11. Function buffer models the pump buﬀer

procedure nrlpump(Var avg_new : real_type);
var last_index : NrlWindow;
begin
last_index := (nrl_first_index + NRL_WINDOW_SIZE - 1)%NRL_WINDOW_SIZE;
-- high system processing message
if (hs_wait > 0)
then nrl_delays[last_index] := nrl_delays[last_index] + 1.0; endif;
-- high system sends ack to the pump
if ( (hs_wait >= -1) & (hs_wait <= 0.0) )
then
avg_new := nrl_avg +
((nrl_delays[last_index] - nrl_delays[nrl_first_index])/NRL_WINDOW_SIZE);
nrl_first_index := (nrl_first_index + 1)%NRL_WINDOW_SIZE;
nrl_delays[(nrl_first_index + NRL_WINDOW_SIZE - 1)%NRL_WINDOW_SIZE] := 0;
endif
end;
Fig. 12. Function nrlpump updates value of moving average of high syst ack times

is carried out by function obs() which stores its estimation in the global state
variable ls avg. The low system goal is to decide if the high system sent a 0
or a 1 bit. This is done using the value held in obs avg. More speciﬁcally, if
HS DELAY - 1.0 < ls avg < HS DELAY + 1.0 then obs() decides that the high
system sent a bit 0; if HS DELAY + 1.0 < ls avg < HS DELAY 3.0 then obs()
decides that the high system sent a bit 1. To avoid being fooled by noise,
obs() takes a decision only when ls avg is stable enough, i.e. when the absolute value of the diﬀerence (stored in lsdiff) between the present value of
ls avg and the previous one is below a given threshold (DECISION THR). As
a result the observer may or may not take a decision which in turn may or
may not be correct. By the law of large numbers, it is quite clear that waiting
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procedure obs(d : AckDelay);
var ls_last_index : LSWindow;
var ackval : real_type;
var ls_old : real_type;
var lsdiff : real_type;
begin
if ((nrl_ack <= 0.0) & (b < BUFFER_SIZE)) then
ackval := d;
ls_last_index := (ls_first_index + LS_WINDOW_SIZE - 1)%LS_WINDOW_SIZE;
ls_delays[ls_last_index] := ackval;
ls_old := ls_avg;
ls_avg := ls_avg + ((ls_delays[ls_last_index] ls_delays[ls_first_index])/LS_WINDOW_SIZE);
ls_first_index := (ls_first_index + 1)%LS_WINDOW_SIZE;
ls_delays[(ls_first_index + LS_WINDOW_SIZE - 1)%LS_WINDOW_SIZE] := 0;
-- make decision
if (ls_decision_state = 0) then -- decision has not been taken yet
-- make decision only when ls_avg stable (i.e. lsdiff small)
lsdiff := fabs(ls_avg - ls_old);
if ( (lsdiff < DECISION_THR) & (HS_DELAY - 1.0 < ls_avg) &
(ls_avg < HS_DELAY + 1.0) )
then -- decision taken
ls_decision := 0; ls_decision_state := 1; return; endif;
if ( (lsdiff < DECISION_THR) & (HS_DELAY + 1.0 < ls_avg)
(ls_avg < HS_DELAY + 3.0) )
then -- decision taken
ls_decision := 1; ls_decision_state := 1; return; endif;

&

endif; endif; end;
Fig. 13. Function obs computes the low syst estimate of the high syst ack time

for a very long time before making a decision (e.g. by making DECISION THR
very small) the low system can be quite sure of making a correct decision.
However, the more the observer waits for making a decision, the smaller the
bit-rate of this covert channel. Our goal is to estimate the probability that the
observer takes the correct decision within h time units.
Function goto stop state() (Figure 14) resets the NRL Pump state after
a decision about the bit sent from the high system has been made by the low
system. This function has nothing to do with the NRL Pump working. It is
only used to easy our covert channel measures.
Function main() (Figure 15) updates the system state. Essentially main()
triggers the computation of the next state of all the automata composing our
model.
Function prob delay bin(m, d) (Figure 16) returns the probability that
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-- reset all, but obs_decision_state
procedure goto_stop_state(); begin
init();
ls_decision_state := 2; -- decision taken and reset done
end;
Fig. 14. Function goto stop state resets system states after a decision on bit sent has been taken

procedure main(d : AckDelay);
Var b_new : BufSizeType;
Var nrl_ack_new : real_type;
Var hs_wait_new : real_type;
Var avg_new : real_type;
begin
if (ls_decision_state = 2)
then return; endif; -- decision

and state reset done

if (ls_decision_state = 0) then -- decision not taken yet
b_new := b;
nrl_ack_new := nrl_ack;
hs_wait_new := hs_wait;
avg_new := nrl_avg;
buffer(b_new);
nrlpump_ack(nrl_ack_new, d);
obs(d);
nrlpump(avg_new);
hs(hs_wait_new);
b := b_new;
nrl_ack := nrl_ack_new;
hs_wait := hs_wait_new;
nrl_avg := avg_new;
else -- decision taken, reset state
goto_stop_state();
endif; end;
Fig. 15. Function main updates system state

the NRL Pump ack time is d when the NRL Pump moving average value is
m. Function prob delay bin(m, d) implements a binomial distribution with
average value m on the interval [0, DELTA].
Figure 17 shows the deﬁnition of the initial state and of the probabilistic
transition rules for our model of the NRL Pump.
The invariant shown in Figure 18 states that no decision has been taken.
This invariant is false on states in which a decision has been taken. Thus the
error probability returned by FHP-Murϕ allows us to compute the probability
Pdec (h) of making a decision within h time units.
The invariant shown in Figure 19 states that no decision or the correct
decision has been taken. This invariant is false on states in which the wrong
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function binomial(n : real_type; k : real_type) : real_type;
var result : real_type;
var nn, kk : real_type;
begin
result := 1; nn := n; kk := k;
while (kk >= 1) do
result := result*(nn/kk);
nn := nn - 1; kk := kk - 1;
endwhile;
return (result);
end;
function prob_delay_bin(m : real_type; d : AckDelay) : real_type;
var p : real_type;
begin
p := m/DELTA;
return ( binomial(DELTA, d)*pow(p, d)*pow(1 - p, DELTA - d) );
end;
Fig. 16. Function prob delay bin() updates high sys ack timer

-- define init state
startstate "initstate" init(); end;
-- define transition rules
ruleset d : AckDelay do
rule "time step"
prob_delay_bin(nrlavg, d) ==> begin main(d) end;
end;
Fig. 17. Startstate and transition rules for NRL pump model

invariant "no_decision_taken" 0.0
(ls_decision_state = 0);
Fig. 18. Invariant stating that no decision has been taken

invariant "no-dec_or_right-dec" 0.0
(ls_decision_state = 0) | ((ls_decision_state>0) & (ls_decision=0));
Fig. 19. Invariant stating that no decision or the correct decision has been taken

decision has been taken. Thus the error probability returned by FHP-Murϕ
allows us to compute the probability Pwrong (h) of making a wrong decision
within h time units.
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Setting :

1

2

BUFFER SIZE

2

5

NRL WINDOW SIZE

2

5

LS WINDOW SIZE

2

5

40565.44

105866.59s

cpu time (sec)

Table 1
NRL pump parameter settings and experiments CPU time.

7

Experimental Results

In this Section we show our experimental results.
We studied two issues: the probability of making a decision within h time
units (Pdec (h)) and the probability of making the wrong decision within h
time units (Pwrong (h)). From the above probabilities we can compute the
probability of making the right decision within h time units (Pright (h)) as
follows: Pright (h) = Pdec (h)(1 − Pwrong (h)).
We studied the above probabilities for various settings of our model parameters (deﬁned in Figure 5). More precisely we changed the values of the following constants: BUFFER SIZE, NRL WINDOW SIZE, LS WINDOW SIZE. In Table 1
we show some of the set of values we considered for the above constants. The
last row of Table 1 gives the CPU time needed by FHP-Murϕ to carry out the
required analysis (on a 2GHz Intel Pentium PC with Linux OS and 500MB
of RAM).
In all cases we considered the probability of making a wrong decision turns
out to be identically 0. Thus Pright (h) = Pdec (h).
Figure 20 shows Pdec (h) (and thus Pright (h)) as a function of h for the
parameter settings in Table 1.
As can be seen from Figure 20, within 10000 time units the low system
with probability essentially 1 has decided in the right way the value of the bit
sent by the high system.
Our time unit is about the time to transfer messages from/to the pump.
Thus we may reasonably assume that a time unit is about 1ms. Then Figure
20 tells us that the high system can send bits to the low system at a rate of
about 1 bit every 10 seconds, i.e. 0.1 bits/sec. This means that for many
applications the NRL Pump can be considered secure, i.e. the covert channel
has such a low capacity that it would take too long to the high system to send
interesting messages to the low system. On the other hand it is not hard to
conceive scenarios where also a few bits sent from the high system to the low
system can be a security threat.
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Fig. 20. Probability of taking a decision within h time units.

8

Conclusions

We have deﬁned a probabilistic model for the NRL Pump and using FHPmurϕ we have shown experimentally that there exists a probabilistic covert
channel whose capacity depends on various NRL Pump parameters (e.g. buﬀer
size, number of samples in the moving average, etc). The experiments show
that the probabilistic covert channel exists from the high system to the low
system at a rate such that the Pump can be considered secure for many
applications.
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